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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 4756-After coming out from seclusion, Wynona 

sent a letter of challenge to James. 

Even though she had entered the Quasi Chaos Rank, James accepted the challenge. 

James and Wynona used to be in the same cultivation rank. Although Wynona had 

now reached the Quasi Chaos Rank, he had been cultivating as long as she had. 

In fact, since he cultivated in the time formation, he actually cultivated longer than 

Wynona did. 

Besides, he had the Tenfold Realms Transcendent Sutra. He believed that his 

cultivation speed was quicker than 

Wynona’s. 

Cultivation rank was the standard to measure strength, but it was not the only 

standard. 

Thus, James accepted the challenge. 

He believed he had a chance against Wynona, who was in the Quasi Chaos Rank. 

“James accepted the challenge?” 

“Where is his confidence coming from? How dare he fight against Wynona? Has he 

entered the Quasi Chaos Rank too after ten thousand epochs?” 

“It’ll be an exciting fight. Let’s go and occupy a seat.” 

None of the disciples of the five houses expected James to accept the challenge. 

During James and Wynton’s previous battle, a few powerhouses of the five houses 

sensed James’s current strength. 

After James accepted the challenge, the letter of challenge disappeared from the sky. 

Meanwhile, Waleria glanced at James and said, “You sure are brave. Why would you 

accept to fight against someone in the Quasi Chaos Rank?” 



Casually, James said, “Cultivation rank isn’t the sole measure of strength. If this were 

someone who had taken many years of cultivation to enter the Quasi Chaos Rank, I 

would not accept the challenge. However, I used to be in the same cultivation rank as 

her. We cultivated for the same amount of time after that. Even if her cultivation rank 

is higher, I’m not scared.” 

“You’re clueless.” Waleria said, “Even if cultivation rank isn’t the only standard to 

measure strength, the Quasi Chaos Rank is terrifying. Perhaps a powerhouse in the 

Caelum 

Boundless Rank could defeat or kill someone in the Quasi Chaos Rank, but a person in 

the Terra Boundless Rank could not.” 

“I’ll be anticipating the fight.” 

James smiled and remained silent. 

With James accepting the letter of challenge, countless disciples of the academy 

appeared at the arena of the Verdett House. 

In a short time, the audience seats outside the platform were fully occupied. The 

disciples who came later could not find any seats and could only watch the fight from 

afar. 

One day flew by. 

The next morning, Wynona appeared on the platform. 

She wore a white robe, and her figure was slender. With her arms behind her back, she 

appeared calm and confident. Her aura had grown powerful after she entered the 

Quasi Chaos Rank. 

There seemed to be an invisible field around her. 

Even though the arena was guarded by a powerful formation, the disciples outside the 

platform still felt a frightening pressure. They felt as though their bodies would be torn 

apart if they moved. 

Outside the platform, several true powerhouses of the five houses sat in the main 

seats. 

The heads of the other houses, elders, and teachers had all arrived. 



At that moment, everyone was watching Wynona on the platform. They could sense 

her aura. 

“As expected of the prodigy of the Verdett House. She entered the Quasi Chaos Rank in 

such a short time. She may 

be the quickest powerhouse in the nine districts to enter the Chaos Rank.” 

“Congratulations, Verdett House.” 

“Sir Lothar recruited such an excellent disciple.” 

Many elders turned to look at Lothar. 

Lothar kept quiet. He knew that the outcome of the battle could not be predicted. 

Even though Wynona had entered the Quasi Chaos Rank, she might not be James’ 

match. 

“Why isn’t James here yet? Is he scared?” 
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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 4757-James hasn’t shown himself for ten thousand 

epochs, right?” 

‘That’s right. Ever since he took over Zula’s Karma, he went to meditate in seclusion. 

Now that the Tempris House no longer has Karma Power, he should be able to resolve 

the Karma Power, right?” 

Outside the platform, many elders and teachers were discussing the battle that was 

happening soon. 

Just then, a group of people walked over from afar. 

They were the representatives of the Tempris House. 

The person in the lead was James. He was followed by Waleria, Zula, Saachi, Wynton, 

and other disciples of the Tempris House. 

When James appeared, he became the center of everyone’s attention. 



James’ body flashed and disappeared. Then, he showed up on the platform. 

Looking at the beautiful yet aloof Wynona in the center of the platform, James said, “I, 

the head of the Tempris House, have come to take on the challenge.” 

‘The head of the house?” 

Wynona frowned. 

She knew that James was a disciple of the Tempris House, but she did not know he 

had become the head of the 

Tempris House. 

Ever since she lost to James, she had been meditating in seclusion. Hence, she knew 

nothing about the situation of the outside world. 

‘That’s right.” James smiled and said, “Your teacher is the head of the Verdett House, 

and I’m the head of the Tempris House. According to seniority, I’m ranked higher than 

you. You should address me with respect.” 

“Hmph.” 

Wynona snorted and said, “I sent you a letter of challenge, and you accepted the 

challenge. According to the rules of the Verde’s Five Houses, if you lose, you need to 

step down from the position of the head of the Tempris House. You aren’t qualified to 

be the head of the Tempris House if you lose. I’ll take over the position of the head of 

the house.” 

Wynona did not care about James’ dignity. 

Upon hearing that, James frowned. 

He thought Wynona wanted to restore her reputation. He did not expect her to be 

targeting the position of the head of the house. 

Nonetheless, from another perspective, he had completed the task given by Wael. 

Besides, he had achieved his goal of coming to the Tempris House. Now, he was 

considered a powerhouse in the nine districts. 

If he could not defeat Wynona, he would step down from the position of the head of 

the Tempris House and leave the Tempris House. 

“Sure. I promise you that you will take over my position if I lose. But, what if you lose?” 

James smiled brightly. 



“I won’t lose.” 

Wynona was confident in her strength. She was a powerhouse in the Five Houses of 

the Verde Academy because she entered the Quasi Chaos Rank. 

“You said the same previously, but you still lost to me,” said James. 

Wynona stared at James coldly and said, “I will do as you say if I lose. If you lose, step 

down from your position. Also, I lack a servant. From then on, you shall be my servant 

and listen to my orders.” 

“If you lose, can you also be my servant?” James smiled. 

“I won’t lose.” 

“We have to make things clear first. What if you lose?” 

“Alright. I promise to be your servant if I lose.” 

Wynona agreed immediately. 

In her opinion, she would not lose. 

James did not hide his cultivation rank. As a powerhouse in the Quasi Chaos Rank, 

Wynona could sense James’ 

cultivation rank. He was in the Terra Boundless Rank. He had not even entered the 

Caelum Rank. 

Hearing their conversation, the disciples outside the platform became excited. 

‘This battle is interesting.” 

“Is James seeking death? He knows Wynona entered the Quasi Chaos Rank, but he still 

accepted the bet. He will become Wynona’s servant.” 
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head of the houses and elders beside him and said, “This battle isn’t as simple as it 

looks. Wynona has entered the Quasi Chaos Rank. Even though she’s weaker than 

other powerhouses in the Quasi Chaos Rank, she can still destroy the formation here. 



To prevent the aftermath of their battle from affecting the five houses, when the battle 

begins, let’s strengthen the power of the formation.” 

‘Yes, Sir Lothar.” 

Many powerhouses spoke up at the same time. 

Meanwhile, at the place where the disciples of the Tempris House were gathered, 

Wynton stared at James on the platform before glancing at Waleria. He asked, “Ms. 

Waleria, what are the chances of James winning?” 

After pondering for a moment, Waleria said, “Twenty percent.” 

She wanted to say James had no chance of winning. 

The gap between the Quasi Chaos Rank and Terra Boundless Rank was too big. 

Nonetheless, James was a strange person. Saying that James had a twenty percent 

chance of winning was already an overestimation. 

Wynona stood on the platform with her arms behind her back. She was 

expressionless, like a noble queen. Looking at James, she said, ”1 have entered the 

Quasi Chaos Rank. I don’t want to bully you. You may attack first. Otherwise, you will 

have no chance when I start attacking.” 

James smiled. 

Even though Wynona was in the Quasi Chaos Rank, she did not invoke any fear in 

James, unlike how Waleria and Zula did. 

Nevertheless, the path rhyme contained in Wynona’s letter of challenge shocked 

James. 

Facing a powerhouse in the Quasi Chaos Rank, he dared not be reckless. 

The blood in his body boiled. Then, his Spiritual Power began to increase. As his 

Spiritual Power increased, his hair stood on its ends, and a white halo appeared on his 

body. 

The white halo also contained a trace of red. 

It showed that his Spiritual Power had reached the extreme. 

At this moment, James’ aura was powerful. 



However, Wynona ignored everything. 

“The gap between our cultivation ranks is too large. It can’t be narrowed by using 

secret art.” 

Wynona’s voice was loud. 

“I already gave you a chance to attack, but you wasted it.” 

Then, she made a move. 

At once, she appeared before James. 

Her comprehension of paths surpassed James’. When she moved, James could not 

sense any fluctuation in the space. Like the Blithe Omniscience, she appeared before 

him in an instant. 

When she appeared, she immediately used her palm to attack him. 

James had entered the Omniscience Path. Even though he failed to sense Wynona’s 

appearance before him, he could sense her attack. Instantly, he lifted his hand to 

block her attack. 

Both of their palms collided with one another. 

Boom! 

The void where the two palms collided began to collapse. 

The terrifying aftermath of the battle spread throughout the area. Soon, it reached the 

edge of the platform and headed toward the formation. 

Even though the formation was powerful, it was still affected. 

“Now.” 

Immediately, Lothar ordered. 

Then, several powerhouses took action and appeared around the formation. They 

began to stabilize the formation of the platform. 

With both palms colliding, James sensed a frightening power flowing to his body from 

his palm. The body armor Wynton could not break was broken by Wynona’s palm. She 

made wounds appear on his body. 

He knew Wynona did not use all her strength. 



Nonetheless, his defense had already broken down. 

He stumbled backward and hit the formation at the edge. Then, he fell to the ground. 

A pit appeared in the ground. 
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an evenly matched battle. I didn’t expect James to be so weak.” 

“Good job, Wynona.” 

Outside the platform, everyone was cheering for Wynona. 

On the platform, James got out of the pit in the ground slowly. He was a mess. Looking 

at Wynona, whose expression remained untouched, he smiled. “How interesting.” 

Upon seeing James emerging alive, Wynona was surprised. 

Even though she did not use all her strength, her cultivation rank was higher than 

James’, and yet James managed to withstand her attack. 

Under Wynona’s gaze, the power of the Greater Paths emerged from James’ body. 

James’ Thousand Paths Holy Body awakened. His body had the power of the Greater 

Paths. With the protection of the Thousand Paths Holy Body, he smiled and said, 

“Come at me again.” 

“As you wish.” 

Then, a shadow appeared before James. The shadow’s finger headed toward James’ 

body. 

A strange inscription emerged from Wynona’s fingertip. The inscription sealed the void 

instantly. 

However, James’ body had already disappeared. 

The space Wynona sealed could not contain him. 

It was because James’ mental fortitude and Blithe Omniscience had improved. 

Wynona was taken aback. 



All of a sudden, she turned around and made countless inscriptions appear. The 

inscriptions gathered and formed a fist. 

Once the fist was formed, James’ fist landed. 

A real fist and a fist formed by inscriptions collided. 

A terrifying power filled the place. James’ body flew away again. Even though the 

Thousand Paths Holy Body had awakened and he had the protection of the Greater 

Paths, cracks still appeared on his body. He suffered from injuries again as he spat out 

blood. 

“James isn’t Wynona’s match at all.” 

Outside the platform, Wynton watched the scene and could not help but be afraid. He 

said, “I needed to use all my strength to break James Thousand Paths Holy Body, but 

Wynona broke it so easily.” 

“She must have used half of her strength.” Next to Wynton, Waleria evaluated, 

“Meanwhile, James only used the Blithe Omniscience and the Thousand Paths Holy 

Body. He hasn’t used any other power. It’s unknown how high his attainments are in 

the Terra Boundless Rank.” 

James was exuding confidence before the battle. 

Waleria anticipated James’ performance. 

She wanted to see how far James’ attainments had reached after ten thousand 

epochs. 

Around the platform, the powerhouses led by the Verdett Academy were stabilizing 

the formation. 

Even though James and Wynona were excellent in combat, they could not destroy the 

formation. 

On the platform, James spat out blood due to the shockwave. Before he could react, 

numerous fists appeared around his body. 

These fists were formed by inscriptions. 

At this moment, the power of the Greater Paths emerged and formed an energy shield 

on the surface of James’ body. 

Rumble! 



The area around James kept exploding. 

He could temporarily block Wynona’s attack. 

Nonetheless, Wynona’s attack was too fierce. Soon, James’ shield broke. 

The moment his shield broke, he disappeared. 

The next second, James appeared at the edge of the platform. Gasping for air, he 

thought, ‘As expected of a powerhouse in the Quasi Chaos Rank. She’s so strong. I 

wonder how much strength she’s using.’ 

James did not know how much strength Wynona was using. 

Nevertheless, he no longer planned to hold back. 

Then, he activated his Path Power, and his aura increased to the extreme. 
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He no longer hid his power and exerted all his strength. 

He had high attainments in the Terra Boundless Rank. 

He was powerful. His aura even affected the formation of the platform. If the 

powerhouses outside were not strengthening the formation, the formation would 

have been broken by his aura. 

His aura was now stronger than Wynona’s. 

At that instant, he looked to be an invincible god standing in the void. 

“Uh…” 

Outside the platform, many powerhouses were so shocked that they stood up. 

James’ aura even surprised Waleria. 

“What a terrifying aura.” 

“He’s only in the Terra Acme Rank, yet he can exude such a frightening aura.” 

Many powerhouses were stunned by James’ aura. 



Wynona, who was on the platform, was also slightly taken aback. 

Just as she was stuck in a daze, James appeared before her. Then, a palm landed on 

her. 

Before Wynona could react, she was hit by a palm. Her body immediately flew away 

and hit the formation at the edge of the platform. Then, her body fell to the ground. 

A pit was formed where she landed. 

Cracks filled up the platform. 

The platform was destroyed instantly. 

Nevertheless, it was quickly restored. 

In a mess, Wynona got up from the ground. There was a hole in her chest and blood at 

the edges of her mouth. 

She wore a heavy expression on her face. 

“I underestimated you,” said Wynona coldly. 

Now, she no longer held back and used all her power. 

Her aura grew stronger along with the exertion of power. Her aura crushed James’ 

aura. 

She began to attack James. 

She took a step forward, and countless inscriptions appeared behind her. These 

inscriptions gathered and formed a longsword. Before she could appear before James, 

the longsword behind her first materialized in front of him. 

The inscriptions and sword were the embodiment of Paths. 

The sword contained a terrifying power. 

This time, Wynona used all her strength to attack James. It was a killer move. 

Right at that moment, a dazzling Sacred Blossom appeared before James. 

The Sacred Blossom blocked the sword. 

“A Sacred Blossom?” 

“James is so powerful. I can’t believe he cultivated such a signature skill.” 



Outside the platform, many powerhouses were stunned. 

The Sacred Blossom blocked Wynona’s attack. 

Boom! 

The Sacred Blossom and the sword cracked. 

Both powers filled the platform. 

Even though many powerhouses were strengthening the formation outside the 

platform, it was still impacted by the power coming from the platform. The formation 

kept shaking as if it was about to break. 

Nonetheless, James and Wynona could not break the formation controlled by the 

many powerhouses of the Verde Academy, no matter how strong they were. 

On the platform, James and Wynona’s bodies flew in two directions. They landed at 

the edges of the platform. With the power of the formation, they finally managed to 

stabilize themselves. 

Both of them spat out blood at the same time. 

“You aren’t as strong as I thought.” 

Even though James was injured and coughed out blood again, Wynona’s power could 

not kill him. Instead, he was confident that he could defeat Wynona. 

He still had many tricks up his sleeve. 

On the other hand, Wynona was horrified. 

She could not believe a Terra Boundless Rank cultivator could possess such terrifying 

strength. After harnessing all her strength, not only could she not kill James, but she 

was also injured by James’ power. 

She had to win. 

She did not want to be James’ maid. 

 


